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ABSTRACT

The effective Lagrangian for a three-dimensional gauge theory with

a Chern-S imons term is evaluated upto one-loop effects. It is shown to be

completely finite. It also does not exhibit any imaginary part. The cal-

culation is carried out in a background field analogue of the Feynman gauge

ami gauge invariance is maintained throughout the calculation. In an appendix

an argument is presented as to why this Feynman gauge may be a "good" gauge

for our results to be applied to high temperature QCD and in particular to

r ho qu;irk-£ luon plasma.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1)Recent experiments at CERN x' have lent credence to the long held

belief that in the extreme environment of an ultra-relativistic1 heavy-ion

collision, strongly interacting hadronic matter becomes a deconfined quark-

gluon plasma. In this, the first in a series of papers, we intend to examine

our present understanding of the theoretical aspects of interacting quark

gluon matter at high temperatures. Since the transition temperature cal-

culated from QCD based Monte-Carlo methods is about 200 MeV, certainly such

effects are important and thus have been the subject of intensive study by

many physicists . At very high temperatures, it has been shown that the

behaviour of four-dimensional QCD is described by an effective Lagrangian in

three Euclidean dimensions . Due to asymptotic freedom, it would also seem

that the infra-red problems of QCD would be solved by the generation of an

electrostatic Debye screening mass for the gluons. However, this optimism

was short lived as it was shown by Linde that at orders beyond the one-

loop (specifically 0(g )), even at high temperatures, the perturbative

description of QCD suffers from infra-red divergences. This is due to the

fact that the infra-red behaviour is controlled by the spatial components of

the gluon field. Notwithstanding these static problems, people have tried

to calculate dynamical properties of the quark-gluon plasma such as response

functions and spectral properties of the plasma. Unfortunately, the response

functions, being related to Green functions rather than derivatives of the

partition function, have been found to be dependent on the choice of gauge

There has been one calculation where it is shown that the Vilkovisky-

DeWitt method yields a unique and gauge independent result for the damping

rate of the plasma.

By dimensionally reducing a four-dimensional gauge theory with a

background field gauge fixing, we derive an effective Lagrangian in three

dimensions containing a three-dimensional gauge field along with an adjoint

scalar field. Upon requiring background-field gauge invariance also in the

three-dimensional theory, we show that we have to choose the background

field Feynman gauge (BFFG). This is demonstrated in an appendix. To get the

effective theory described in fief.3, we have only to add a mass term for the

adjoint scalars. This would correspond to the electric mass of the gluons.

Since we now have a three-dimensional gauge theory, we advocate the addition

of a Chern-Simons term to give the gluons a magnetic mass and to render the

effective theory free of infra-red divergences. The final effective Lagrangian

which we would like to study is then presented,

A general background field calculation is out of reach with currently

available techniques. What we propose to do in this paper, therefore, is to

restrict to a pure Yang-Mills theory with a Chern-Simons term in three

Euclidean dimensions and evaluate its effective Lagrangian upto one-loop
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effects. The assumption on the background field is such as to maintain gauge

invariance throughout the calculation - it is that the background field is

covariantly constant. The contents of the paper are as follows: In the

next section we set up the basic Lagrangian and derive the necessary

quantities to enable the one-loop calculation. In Sec.3, we outline the

method we shall use by evaluating the effective Lagrangian contributed by the

ghost fields. In Sec.A, ve do the same for the gauge bosons and in Sec.5,

expressions are made explicit for the gauge group SU{2) and it is shown that

the effective Lagrangian is finite. In Sec.6 we present our conclusions.

2. THE THEORY

We begin our discussion with the setting up of the Lagrangian for

our theory. We choose a three-dimensional Yang-Mills theory using a gauge-

fixing whose parameter is chosen so that it becomes a background field

analogue of the Feynman gauge. Most importantly, we include in our Lagrangian,

the Chern-Sinrons term - a natural topological term that is allowed in odd

dimensional gauge theories. The Lagrangian is thus taken to be

Q)

with

<=tyM A uv uv (2)

(3)

and

CH
im
4 (A)

where

i-a -, »a -, »a . tabc ,h,cF = 3 A - d A + g f A A

Dab fabc Ac

(5)

(6)

We shall also use the abbreviated forms

- 3 -

F = F a T = 3 A - 3 A - i g [A ,A ]
Viv u\> u v v u S L v ' v J (7)

(8)

The generators of the gauge group, T satisfy

[Ta,Tb] = if a b c T c

We also work throughout in three dimensional Euclidean space so that the

coefficient of the Chern-Simons term is purely imaginary and therefore m

is purely real for our calculations.

Lastly, hats distinguish quantum from classical fields. Since we

are interested in the one-loop effective Lagrangian, we require only the

quadratic fluctuations of the quantum fields around some classical back-

ground (which, for simplicity, we choose to be a classical solution). So

far as sf.̂ , + Sf™ is concerned, these quadratic fluctuations are well
a\ in bj

known . Under the shift

+ A (10)

the quadratic part of sCyM + *^GF

(11)

where we have introduced the background field strength tensor

Cbe ( a 3)bc = [
uv yv 1.VV

_ .
6 u v (12)

For the other part of the Lagrangian, ^rH '

background field shift (10)

e a s v t o s e e that under the

fabc1

f 2 A a D a c A^ (13)

a simple expression indeed. Thus, we can write down the quadratic contri-

bution from *fru a s
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1 £apY \
 Da (14)

The total quadratic contribution of Jf being

im c Ja (15)

9)
Now, the gauge-fixing term gives rise through the usual methods

to a Faddeev-Popov ghost tern), o^jp. which for the Feynman gauge is given

by

or , introducing two real fields r], , Hj defined by

(16)

(17)

we can wr^te

1 ,_ A .2 1 /r.
2 (Du Ij) - 2 (Du

(18)

This is the totaj (quadratic) contribution coming from the ghost fields. We

must remember that although n^ and q| are scalar fields, they obey

half-integer spin statistics.

3. THE METHOD

Having obtained the relevant quadratic contributions, we can now

prnct'ed r.o calculate the effective Lagrangian.

To illustrate our method of calculation, we first evaluate the

effective Lagrangian for the Faddeev-Popov ghosts (since the two quadratic

contributions are independent, we can calculate the effective Lagrangians

separately). Following 't Hooft 10', we shall first cast (18) into the

canonical form:

-5-

2 V V u (19)

note that we are using here, the Hewitt notation in writing a collective index

i on the quantum fields %. . Taking one of the ghost fields, rif say, we

see that under the identifications

M Aa
h —>• TI.

i.
(20)

The Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian is already in a canonical form with

ab
u

abc Ac ij _
V (21)

Through the definition of a new covariant derivative

V = 3 + N
V u u (22)

and with the canonical Lagrangian rewritten in the following form:

= - i (V h)1 (V & - I
*-> z y \i i. (23)

we see that it has a manifest invariance given by 8)

&A » (Ah)

6X = [A.XJ

6N = 8 A - [N ,A]
V V V-

where

X - M + N N
V

(25)

and A is an arbitrary, infinitesimal, antisymmetric matrix.

This invariance can then be exploited to show that the effective one-

loop Lagrangian is dependent on the background field only through the two

tensor invariants , X J and Y , where
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9 N - a N + [N ,N ] ; N £ NViv v u u' v )i V
ij

(26)

Thus, for our Faddeev-Popov Lagrangian, by making the following identifications:

= N a b = g fabcAC

(27)

we find

ab

and similarly for the second ghost field

(28)

To be able to vrite down an effective Lagrangian, we must unfortunately

impose conditions on the background field, as the techniques available to us

are not refined enough to be able to deal with arbitrary backgrounds. For

applications to the quark-gluon plasma, we hope later to be able to extend

the calculation to obtain a derivative expansion for the effective Lagrangian.

For now, having carried out the calculations in a gauge invariant manner

(in the background field), we shall strive to maintain this invariance by

imposing a gauge covariant condition on the background field

D G
P V

This covariant constancy of the background field implies

(29)

V X = 0 and
V V

these relations in their turn imply 8),11)

(30)

[X, 0 and [Y^ , Y^] (31)

Note that this last condition in (31) implies that the background field is

an effective Abelian field. Combining all these relations together, we are

able to write, for the contribution to the one-loop effective Lagranglan

coming from the Faddeev-Popov ghosts as

-7-

8).

-X(A)s e-F(Y;S) _ e-X(O)A

(32)

where

F(Y;s) = | tr In

(33)

V (34)

and A is the background gauge potential. Note that we have written down

the expression in n dimensions in anticipation of the use of dimensional

regularization to remove any ultraviolet infinities that may arise in the

dimension of interest, n = 3. The overall minus sign in the expression

comes from the ghost field loops counting as fermion loops while for the

gauge boson loop contributions, we would have a plus sign.

Putting in all the values for the invariants, we find that the

ghost contribution (two ghosts, remember) is given by

(3r>)

One last point to note here is that X(0) = 0 for the ghosts signifying

the fact that we are dealing with massless fields.

In the next section we go on to to consider the case of the gauge

bosons and write down the complete effective Lagrangian to one loop.

4. THE EFFECTIVE LAGRANGIAN

For the more interesting case of the gauge bosons of our theory, w.

start once again by casting the Lagrangian (15) into the canonical form

specified in Eq.(19). Expanding the covariant derivatives in (15), we

can rewrite the Lagrangian as

2 ( 3u Ava ) \b 18

-hda ,c

im ,ab
"2 S

(36)
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Comparison with the canonical form (19) yields

im ab

(37)

(38)

and

( M )
b. s hhcb fhda

A A

(39)

Now, by defining a new covariant derivative 7 , we recast (36) into

the form of Eq.(23) with

f C a b -2
(AO)

and this leads to the following identifications:

(Y ) b a Gba
(41)

while ,

Xba = 2ig Gb a

(42)

Note that now (42) implies that X(0) Is 0 - we are no longer dealing

with a massless theoryI

Having identified X and Y for the gauge boson contributions, we

can write down their part of the one-loop effective Lagrangian as

X Trf
1 + n / 2

-X(A)S e-F(Y;s) _ e-X(O)s

A most noteworthy point about this effective Lagrangian is the fact that

X(0) # 0 and therefore, one source of infra-red divergences that would

normally bo present in pure Yang-Mills theory is now absent.

-9-

The total one-loop effective Lagrangian for our theory may now be

written down (in n dimensions for the moment) as

e-F(Y;s) . e-X(O)s\ (44)
J

At this point, unfortunately, without a choice of the gauge group, all one

can do is renormalize <£(\) a"d go to the dimension of interest, n ~ 3,

However, if we fix our choice of group, then we can evaluate all

the traces in (44) and obtain an explicit expression for •£ con-

taining familiar invariants such as j(B -E ). In the next section, we

shall therefore choose the group to be SU(2) for simplicity and evaluate

(1) *n ""dimensions more explicitly.

5. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOB SU(2)

To carry out the traces in expression (44), we have to fix the gauge

group, and we choose It to be SU(2). Now since covariant constancy of the

background implies the commutator

[G , G 1 = 0
y\)' po

(cf. Eq.(31)), it also implies 11)

(45)

By defining-

Gc

yv

«L2:

Gd

po

'yv =-

= Gd

UV

Ga. G
yX

Gc
po

a

(46)

we find that (46) allows us to write

(G2 ) . = (G2

yv'ab —
Qfb (A8)

where

3
yv

.ab . ,_2>-l _a _b0 0 - (G ) , G, GUM — yA Ap pv (49)
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Of course, (48) generalizes for higher powers

(G2 )n. = (G2)", qab

uv ab - yA J.v
(50)

It Is easy to see that Q3^ is a projection operator. It is this operatot

which separates the group indices from the background fields and enables the

traces to be carried out. The following are easy to verify:

-i- tr Inr (tsr^in^s) j | - trQ^.
'ah

where

-j Unj (\s)

and >L stands for the square root of

(51)

(52)

as matrices.

The exponential of (51) is easily seen to be

)" sin ts]

(53)

\
- (trQcHtrc)"1 + (trQcHtrc)'1 e t r c

(54)

where t_ denotes the identity matrix on the group and as usual, tr is

the tracing over Lorentz indices.

An easily verified relation which we shall need constantly in the

trace evaluations is

(trQcHtrc)wlQ = Q (55)

We pake an important observation concerning Eq.(44). If we remove the mass

from the exponential of X (see Eq.(42)), we notice that the remaining

factor

[exp(-2igS (56)

gives rise to terms linear in G (when expanded in a Taylor series).

Further, it is the only exponential to do so. The overall tracing (Tr)

then ensures that such terms vanish, since the trace of an odd number of

antisymmetric tensors is zero. We therefore replace the exponential by

an even function

- 1 1 -

[exp(-2igs G ) ] . •+ (cos 2gsG)ba
vo'Jba

(57)

Using Q to project out the group indices

(cos (58)

Hence we write

e 11 tr, - l(trQ-c)(tr c)

- Qe t r c + Qetrc(cos 2gsG)1

+ t (trQc)(tTC)^etrc

(59)

where 1 denotes the 3 x 3 identity matrix (the metric of our three-dimensional

Euclidean space).

Carrying out the traces over the group SU(2)

Tr 0 a b = 26
a.b ^

Eq.(59) simplifies considerably now

a,b

2etrccos 2gsG)

(60)

(61)

Finally, the tracing over Lorentz indices yields

f . r
2 -

Tr'

= e A (n + 2etrctr(cos 2gsG)) . (62)

Note that because we have not renormalized our theory, we have left the

dimension of space-time as n for the moment in Eq.(62).

For the ghost effective Lagrangian, we have a simpler expression

to trace over

-12-



T r

therefore

Tr
a,b

(63)

T r 2 e
t r c) (64)

and

Xr(e-Ky;s) .
(65)

The final traces in Eqs.(62) and (65) can only be evaluated by fixing our

space-time dimension which in turn can be fixed after removing divergences if

any. Substituting (62) and (65) into (44) we write

Hi)
2ds trc
l+n/2 e

m s

2etrCtrcos 2gsG e *

(66)

where we have used the fact that

T r e-X(O)s ~ Tr
a.b
Vl,v

= Tr
a,b

u.v

2
m s
h '

e

V
2

m s

2
m s
k

e

~ 3n e (67)

DIVERGENCE STRUCTURE

We now come to the crucial point of any quantum loop calculation - that

of divergence identification (both UV and IK) and their elimination (through

renurmalization).

Ultraviolet (UV) divergences appear in the high momentum or short

distance limit and in expression (66), being a proper time (Schvinger-BeWitt)

integral, this short distance limit is manifest as s •+ 0. Similarly, infra-red

-13-

(IR) divergences arise in the large distance or s •* » limit. As far as IR

divergences are concerned, it Is clear that the second integral of equation

(66) has no divergence (at any n) in the limit s •+ ». The exponential of the

mass kills all divergences as expected. In the first integral of (66), let us

suppose that the matrix i (occurring in c - see equation (52)) has eigen-

values A, in n dimensions. Then

trc tr

ft (68)

Therefore

trc
e

(69)

and this shows clearly that again there are no IR divergences. If the A^s

are real, then the sine function oscillates between -1 and +1, while imaginary

A,'s would give a sinh function which for large s would help dampen the

integrand. We conclude therefore that equation (66) for the effective

Lagrangian has NO INFRA-RED DIVERGENCES, What about UV divergences? For

s •+ 0, the first integral of (66) can be written as

l+n/2

0 + finite +
(70)

for n = 3 and using dimensional regulariaation. In dimensional regularization,

I ds s nl = 0 and the second integral

-14-



ds s
1 a
1 2

n=3

ds
(71)

o b
is integrable and has a value zero at s = 0. Therefore we conclude that the

first integral of (66) is free from UV divergences. For the second integral

of (66) we do the following:

~2n + 2etrctrcos2gsG } e

,_n m s

= 0 + 2 j (etrctrcos2gsG) s 2 e 4 ds

where we have used the result above that in dimensional regularization

(72)

ds s = 0

The second term in (72) can be written in the following form;

, _n m s

+ ...) e 2 e 4 ds

(73)

trc
Since (e trcos2gs£) is an even function of s. The coefficients a,,a,,,..

are obviously functions of the background field.

What is important for us in Eq.(72) is that all the integrals are

gamma function integrals

1
1 !! m s

2 ' 2 ' 4(a. + a._s + . . . ) s e ds

"v Coeff. rf- | 1 + Coeff. 1(2- ~) + ... (74)

with appropriate coefficients.

Finally, because the gamma function has no poles at negative half-

integer arguments, we can conclude that the second integral of (66) is also

free of UV divergences. Therefore, the one-loop effective Lagrangiari* o£ our

theory is completely finite.

Putting n = 3 into Eq.(66)

-15-

Hi)
2fi ds trc

m s

( 7 5 )

For the last traces, we have only to find the eigenvalues of G . In three

dimensions, this is trivial. First we note that since G is Abelian

(cf. (45)) it admits only one algebraic invariant in three dimensions. Hence

the three eigenvalues of G can only be

+ ^/algebraic invariant' or zero

An explicit evaluation gives the eigenvalues A. to be

0,

where the invariant

J" A G G

(76) implies

trcos2gsG 2cosh

(76)

(77)

(78)

e rFor the case of e r , we must be a little more careful. Remember that

trc ~ sin "Ys]

for the ghosts (contributing the first term in (75))

•i ^ gG since J a^ = gG (79)

However, for the gauge bosons (contributing the second integral in (75))

-16-
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,,ab

for the ghosts

trc « -1:
slnh RS/23-

and

sinh gs/2'J

The gauge bosons have a slightly modified trc

(80)

(81)

trC - -3tni
sinh

8s'vTi

and

(sinh gs/F>) 3
(82)

Substituting Eqs.(81) and (82) into the appropriate parts of Eq.(75) along with

Eq.(78), we find

Zfi ds

^ j 7&
a

m s

2fl

(An)

(in

3/2 r<2g
2*)3/2d*~

m x

shx)3

m x

,3/2

1/2
K C

(shx)J

2 -,.,3/2 j x^' ch_2x _ A
,3

-17-

^3/2

(83)

where we have simplified some terras through change of integration variable.

Two of the integrals may be evaluated to yield

3

<^O) = ' 4 77737?

2h A/2g

(ATT)
3/2 (shx)J

and this is the final, finite one-loop effective Lagrangian. In 2+1 dimensions,

we can write

3f- = kB2-E2) for the invariant.

To get the complete effective Lagrangian upto one-loop terms, we have to add

. .. I- where

•(0)

im

T 3
(85)

while the first tern in (85) is just the invariant H~ ; there is no simple

form for the Chern-Simons term. The expression is such that it does not yield

any imaginary contribution (maybe of importance in studying stability of the

quark-gluon plasma). In the next section we shall conclude with some remarks

and ideas on what needs to be done before one can apply these results to the

quark-gluon plasma.

-18-



6. CONCLUSIONS

We have succeeded in computing the effective Lagrangian (hence the

effective action) to one loop, of a three-dimensional Yang-Mills theory in

the background field Feynman gauge with a Chern-Simons term (magnetostatic

mass) in a completely gauge invariant manner. We find that the Chern-Simons

tersn cures the infra-red singularities of the theory. As will be noticed

from expression (8A), the effective Lagrangian is now completely known in

terms of the background field (through the invariant j^) and the coefficient,

m, of the Chern-Simons term. In principle, one can now extract physically

meaningful quantities that are gauge invariant from this entity. In particular,

we would like to calculate the vacuum polarization tensor and hence the magnetic

permeability and the dispersion relations for the plasmons in an unambiguous;
5 ) j 0 )

manner, to see whether the problems encountered by several authors . are really

due to the incurable infra-red divergences of ordinary finite temperature QCD.

In practice, before we can calculate such quantities, we must extend

our calculations to the Lagrangian that we have presented in the appendix

(equation (A.5)). We have to ensure the absence of infra-red divergences for

this Lagrangian also. Further, our one-loop effective Lagrangian derived

here does not appear to have any imaginary contributions. We should like to

check if the same holds true for the Lagrangian of (A.5) after the inclusion

af one-loop effects. Lastly, it is known that the methods presented here can

give rise to a completely gauge independent result for gauge theories provided

one uses a background field analogue of the R gauge

We should like to check this for four dimensional QCD at finite

temperature. Some of the answers to these questions will be presented in

the second paper of this series.
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APfENDIX

In an attempt to understand the behaviour of QCD at high temperatures,

in particular, the properties of the quark-gluon plasma, one is led to the

study of gauge non-invariant quantities, such as response functions of the

plasma.

Many calculations have been performed in various gauges. The two

most popular gauges seem to be the Lawdau anS the Feynman gauges. In this

appendix, we give an argument for favouring the Feynman gauge through the

use of the background field method. lirst, let us summarize these results

on high T QCD relevant for our discussion:

i) Finite temperature QCD is such that for very large T, the theory

behaves like an effective three-dimensional Yang-Mills theory

(with minor qualifications).

ii) Finite temperature QCD with a chemical potential induces, at very

large T, a Chern-Simons term into the effective three-dimensional

theory.

iii) Static (infra-red) properties of high T QCD are well described

by an effective theory consisting of a three-dimensional YM

theory coupled to massive adjoint scalar fields.

We shall demonstrate now that a four-dimensional YM theory with a

background field gauge fixing, when reduced to a three-dimensional theory

yields, in the static limit (this static sector would be referred to, in the

context of a Kaluza-Klein reduction, as the massless sector), a three-

dimensional YM theory coupled to massless adjoint scalar fields with a back-

ground field Feynman Rauge fixing (BFFG).

Let us start with the usual Lagrangian

F,iv
Du V (A.I)

where we take the covariant derivative in the gauge-fixing term to be background

covariant. Hats distinguish quantum fields from the classical.

Expanding the F-squared term through its components, we see that in the

static limit O _ = 0 ) , we can write

F" F°
yv •

.̂  A . a ." A
F*. F^. + 2(D.A0)

a(D.A0)°

doing the same for the gauge-fixing term, we have

-20-
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2a u u

Thus, the reduced theory in the static limit has a Lagrangian desccription

(A.4)

where 0

of, is to have background field gaugeIt is clear now that if

invariance, then a = 1, i.e. we are forced into the Feynman gauge - BFFG.

Several comments are in order at this point:

1) In point iii) above, the masses for the adjoint scalars arise

as a consequence of loop corrections - this mass is the electric

mass ra and comes through quantum corrections to the

correlation ^A_A^, ̂  . For our Lagrangian, U^ , again the

time component of the gauge field is the scalar field- However,

the reduction taking place at a classical level, yields a

scalar that is (not surprisingly) massless.

2) The BFFG seems to allow us to recover gauge invariance after

its loss in the reduction process. It is for this reason that

we suggest it is the best gauge in which to calculate response

functions of the quark gluon plasma.

A) Point ii) above tells us that an effective magnetic mass m

for the gluons can be simulated through the inclusion of a Chern-

Rimons term.

A) Putting all the above points together, an effective Lagrangian

that would describe high T QCD's infra-red behaviour is the

following:

\a - !
(A.5)

hope to examine this Lagrangian in detail in the near future.
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